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OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
Assignment Details:
Following the success of three retained
searches for the Retail business and
following a referral from the Chief Executive
Officer, we had successfully placed some
business critical hires across; Operations,
Workforce Planning and Operational
Support. We were referred to the Wholesale
sister company for a new assignment.
Holly was given a specific retained brief to
source an Operations Director for their
scaling
organisation. Working closely with the
Managing Director, this role was a pivotal
position in order to support the rapid
business growth and development.
The business were going through significant
change including process and technological
improvements with a new billing and CRM
system as well. This individual needed to
have excellent operational leadership skills,
an extremely analytical approach and
needed to be data driven with clear
outcomes.

Client: Utilities Wholesaler
Role: Operations Director
Salary: £78k basic plus benefits

Requirements:
Customer Operations Leader
Experience in leading teams through
the delivery of complex system
migrations
Autonomy and Accountability for
deliverables and outcomes
Experience within a regulated Utilities
business
In depth experience of analysing data
to make planned and strategic
business decisions.
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Assignment Details continued...
The Operations Director position required an individual to take charge, lead and
develop a number of business units, within a rapidly changing regulated market
and in the midst of a global pandemic. They needed to be autonomous and reliable
enough to deliver across stringent parameters.
Holly was asked to initially benchmark the salary for the position to enable the hiring
manager to
assign a budget to the role and also assisted with tweaks to the creation of the role
profile to align with the business needs following a number of conversations via
Video Conference.
Approach:
Once the budget had been secured and confirmed, Holly went to market in the
search for the Operations Director sourcing across the Utilities space, reaching out
to her pre existing contacts and connections, asking for recommendations and
referrals and carrying out extensive market research to identify new contacts that
may be suitable for this exciting new role and opportunity.
After creating an initial longlist of over 80 individuals, we set to work making initial
contact, identifying potential individuals and presenting them with an overview of
the role to gauge initial interest, we then moved on to further screening and indepth meetings, having conversations with each individual to decipher the cultural
and personality fit for the business and team too.
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Approach Continued...
From the long list, Holly selected 10 individuals to complete behavioural profiling psychometric
testing, to assess the match to the job profiling analysis already carried out with the client.
The strongest profiles were matched, and as a result, an initial shortlist of 6 individuals were
presented to the hiring manager along with supporting evidence, behavioural reports and an
Interview Guide to support the interview process and aid with competency and exploratory
questions. After the initial virtual interviews, five of those shortlisted were selected for a remote
interview via Microsoft Teams. During the decision-making process, Holly met with the hiring
manager on multiple occasions via Teams to discuss those shortlisted and to talk through any
queries and questions around the profiles submitted. This was extremely valuable throughout the
process and enabled communication to be open, honest and transparent which aligned very much
with the values and culture of the business.
From the Teams meetings, three individuals were selected for final stage meetings and attended
the offices for a socially distanced face to face interview, to explore cultural fit for the team and to
discuss their personal experiences in more depth. The final decision was made with the client
communicating their commitment to making an offer to the successful individual whom we
secured.
Result:
The campaign concluded and the hire was successfully completed and the successful individual
managed to start their new role within 2 weeks of accepting the offer!

"Holly has been brilliant! She has helped me find the
ideal role for the next step in my career.
Holly kept me informed every step of the way with regular
calls and emails.
I felt she had a genuine
interest in me as a person. I highly recommend Holly. It's
been a pleasure working with her.”
Jennifer Sena – Operations Director, SES Business
Services Ltd

